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Abstract
A general practitioner (GP) recounts events which unfolded after visiting a patient at home. She was found to be suffering from an entirely curable clinical condition which was worsening as a result of refusal to accept effective medical treatment. The effects upon a grown-up son of the patient's refusal, and the increasing burden of care falling upon local district nursing services, were factors which influenced the GP's thinking and decision-making.
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I knew little about this patient until I was asked one day to visit her at home. I read the medical record and noted that my partner on numerous occasions had tried to persuade her to accept radiotherapy. On entering the house, I found a large, housebound lady, relatively unperturbed by her condition, attended by an anxious, frightened man, her 50-year-old son, desperately trying to do his best for his mother.

I perceived in an instant the absurdity of the situation as it was developing: more and more community resources likely to be committed for an indefinite period of time to the palliation of an entirely curable condition which the patient was apparently refusing to have treated appropriately and effectively. We were all being manipulated by her refusal to accept appropriate treatment. I felt that I had a responsibility towards the community nursing staff and other patients in the locality not to allow scarce and valued resources to be consumed by a futile and irrational treatment strategy. I therefore ordered her to attend hospital, and would hear nothing of her refusals. I wrote immediately to the local radiotherapy unit requesting urgent assessment, and asked that transport be arranged to outpatients. To my relief, when the ambulance arrived she did not resist this course of action. Within six weeks, the ulcer healed completely and her son retrieved a life for himself though he was unable, by then, to find work.

Case reflection
Did I apply undue pressure upon Mrs Thomas? Though the proposed radiotherapy might cause tiredness and even some local skin reaction, she understood that there was a very good chance of complete and painless cure. Her refusal seemed to result from an emotion frequently met with in some patients, a child-like fear, not amounting to a phobia, of the institutional setting of proposed treatment. There was little suggestion that Mrs Thomas suffered from a delusion, or that she was impaired mentally. I had no grounds for doubting...
that her decision to stick with her slowly worsening condition had been a competent one, in the sense that she understood what was being proposed, its nature and purpose, its principal benefits, risks and alternatives, and the consequences of not receiving treatment. There seemed no reason to doubt that she could retain this information for long enough to make an effective decision, but the decision itself was strongly influenced by her fear of hospitals. It did not seem much influenced by considerations of local resource constraints. On the contrary, Mrs Thomas looked forward to the almost daily contact with district nurses.

My aim had been to act as a good doctor in the circumstances, in the best interests of Mrs Thomas, her son and the local community. Not being the GP who usually attended to this patient, I felt that my arrival on the scene offered the opportunity of a fresh approach to what had become a clinical impasse. I thought it was worth testing the strength of her resolve to refuse treatment. In my view, she had been waiting for someone to take control of the situation and was relieved that I had stood up to her. When confronted with an appointment for outpatients and a waiting ambulance, she had changed her mind.
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